
EVERY CHILD COUNTS. 
DISCOVER THE COLLECTION FROM HOME WITH 'NOTES FROM JUPITER’ 

FUN AND INSPIRATIONAL WEEKLY PROJECTS.



SEPARATION IN THE EVENING

(A celestial blossom before the yellow House)
Sara Barker



Take That Risk
In response to the work of Sara Barker, 

build a towering sculpture of images 
and shapes.

You will need: Cardboard, Pencils, Colouring Pens, Scissors

Find 2 sheets of cardboard (cereal boxes would be great). On one draw an object that  
lives outside, a leaf, a worm or an unusual twig. On the other one draw an object that 
lives inside a cup, a shoe or your favorite toy. Make your drawings big, bold and 
colourful so they stand out.

When finished get creative and cut your two sets of drawings up into fantastic shapes.

Now start building. Find ways to slot and join your shapes together to create a 3D tower.

See how high you can go before it collapses?

Share your towers with us!
Email pictures to marketing@jupiterartland.org, tag us on Instagram, Twitter, or Facebook!

Find out more about Sara Barker and the ideas that inspired her at jupiterartland.org/learning

Although big, this 
sculpture is not very heavy. 

Look at the air and the space the sculpture 
captures. Like a house of cards it looks like 

it could fall at any moment.

How high could you 
build before it collapses?

I want more: 
What would this look like If you could suspend it 

from the ceiling or hang it from a tree?



NOTES FROM JUPITER #2
DISCOVER THE COLLECTION FROM HOME WITH 'NOTES FROM JUPITER’ 

FUN AND INSPIRATIONAL WEEKLY PROJECTS.



MUCH MORE COMPASSION

Sign Paintings for Plymouth

Peter Liversidge



Sign Paintings for Stockholm

Peter Liversidge



Be Heard!
 Peter Liversidge wants you to join him 
in the creation of a new artwork to be 
unveiled at Jupiter Artland. Produce a 

sign painting and have your voice 
heard!

 

Where do you live in Scotland?

What is the best thing about where you are?

If anything, what would you like to change?

What would you like to tell everyone?

Share your signs with us!
Peter Liversidge is gathering your responses to incorporate

 into a monumental sign painting for Jupiter Artland. Email pictures to 
marketing@jupiterartland.org, tag us on Instagram, Twitter, or Facebook,

 or complete online via link in our bio!

Orbit Youth Council are the beating heart of the learning foundation at Jupiter. We 
want to thank them for working so hard to bring Peters proposal to life. 

Art can be more than just aesthetics. Art 
can have agency and instigate a change in 
action and thought. Art can be an event, 

performance or happening.

British artist Peter Liversidge writes 
proposals for exhibitions and projects that 
range from the simple to the imposible. all 

proposals start in the same way, as a 
typed A4 piece of paper. 

Using signs and their association with 
protest and demonstration, we are looking 

for rough and ready signs made from 
cardboard and marker pens, paper and 
paint, or whatever you have available.

Create a message for your sign using these four questions, created by Peter Liversidge 
with ORBIT Youth Council to stimulate debate on what’s happening right now.

I want more:
Watch Allan Kaprow - How to Make a Happening 

on YouTube (Link below) Can you make your own Happening?



THANK YOU NHS

Sign Paintings for the NHS

Peter Liversidge



NOTES FROM JUPITER #3 
DISCOVER THE COLLECTION FROM HOME WITH 'NOTES FROM JUPITER’ 

FUN AND INSPIRATIONAL WEEKLY PROJECTS.



OVER HERE

Shane Waltener



See Me, Frame Me!
In response to the work of Shane Waltener, 

build a viewfinder to find and frame 
a special view. 

Go outside, if you can, otherwise use 
your bedroom as your landscape. 
Using your fingers to create a frame 
and look through it with one eye 
closed. Pay attention to the colours 
and shapes you see. Does a pile of 
leaves look like a volcano? 
Does your crumpled duvet look like 
a snowy mountain?

Hunt for small things around the 
house like buttons, or forage outside 
for leaves and feathers. Arrange your 
objects in a way that you find 
interesting. You can make as many 
arrangements as you like!

Using wool or twine, tie sticks, twigs 
or pencils together to create a 
viewfinder. Choose a view of your 
objects and arrange your viewfinder 
so it frames it. (Hint - you could try 
hanging your viewfinder from a tree 
branch or window frame)

Invite your family to view your 
exhibition, looking through your 
viewfinder and asking them what 
details they notice and why. 
Encourage your guests to ask you 
questions: What was it like to make, 
easy or difficult? What do the shapes 
remind you of?

Share your viewfinders with us!
Email pictures to eleanor@jupiterartland.org, tag us on Instagram, Twitter, or Facebook!

Find out more about Shane Waltener and the ideas that inspired him at jupiterartland.org

I want more: 
Why not make two viewfinders? By positioning them in relation to one another, a 

specific view is revealed. Watch artist Shane Waltener show how on Jupiter’s IGTV.

Lots of artists incorporate the idea of framing a view as part of their work. One brilliant 
example of this is Shane Waltner’s sculpture Over Here at Jupiter Artland. This delicate woven 
work creates a viewfinder which draws the viewer’s eye to the landscape beyond. When you 

look at the world through a frame, you start to see the world in a new way!



NOTES FROM JUPITER #4 
DISCOVER THE COLLECTION FROM HOME WITH 'NOTES FROM JUPITER’ 
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COPPICE ROOM

Andy Goldsworthy



How Does it Make 
You Feel?

In response to the work of Andy Goldsworthy, 
collect materials and experiment with how you 

can ‘see’ by touch. 

Next time you are on a walk each collect an object no larger than the size of 
your hand. Keep it a secret from your partner. Hide it in your pocket.

Ready? Then present your gift to your partner. Giving and receiving is beautiful so 
make the most of it. Say thank you and act all surprised.

Back at home in separate rooms, gift wrap your objects. Take your time and make 
it nice, find fab paper, some ribbon, make a label. Wrap your object so it's tricky to 
guess what's inside.

Now using your powers of touch alone, guess what is inside. Like all good games 
you have just three guesses.

Share your objects with us!
Email pictures to eleanor@jupiterartland.org, tag us on Instagram, Twitter, or Facebook!

Find out more about Shane Waltener and the ideas that inspired him at jupiterartland.org

I want more: 
Help your partner out with a riddle. You could write this on the label or read it out 

like a famous poet.

Not all the artworks at Jupiter Artland can be seen. For some you have to feel your way. 
Coppice Room by Andy Goldsworthy is a sculpture you ‘see’ by touch. As you go deeper 
and deeper it gets darker and darker so soon it is your hands that are doing the looking, 

the exploring, the discovery.


